Comments

1. God TA
2. "he is the best...
3. jst hope to get his guidance in future semesters....
4. he really deserve appreciation...."
5. The best teacher I ever came across and probably the best I’ll ever come across! If we need TAs for the coming four years, I certainly want Raaz Dwivedi!
6. If possible I would like to have the same TA in my further sems also!!
7. he is perfect t.a
8. want to see him as our tutor for the next sem also..
9. one will be the luckiest one to get raaz as his TA
10. Was very helpful and was inevitable in clearing the MA105 course...
11. like to have him TA in the next sem as well
12. "it was great to have raaz as my T.A. I wish that he must be T.A. in next sem also.
13. Want him to continue as my TA for the coming MA courses too.
14. he is simply the best.......after his class the confidence level on the topics increases.raaz sir rocks........
15. next year same TA please
16. u seemingly can become a iit bombay prof. for ma-105
17. make him to teach 2 or 3 batches in lcc